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ABSTRACT

This paper compares new and established store design prototypes of the same retailer to examine the role of consumers’ cross-sectional perceptions of retail brand loyalty. In-store surveys were administered to capture consumers’ store-level perceptions towards a new store prototype and an older established prototype of the same fast fashion retailer. The data was subjected to multi-group analyzes with structural equations modeling. The findings suggest that store novelty and complexity promote both store design pleasure and retail brand loyalty outcomes. The different store designs do not, however, account for differences in brand loyalty perceptions at the overall retailer level when multi-group comparisons of both store designs are made. Consumers of newer store designs are found to possess a heightened sensitivity to price perceptions. Managerial implications of the effects of store novelty and complexity on retail brand loyalty are also presented.

1. Introduction

Studies have examined the role of store design in the development of successful store environments (e.g. Sharma and Stafford, 2000; Kumar and Kim, 2014; Oh et al., 2008; Baker et al., 1994; Wakefield and Baker, 1998; Baker Parasuraman et al., 2002; Garaus et al., 2015). Nevertheless, how, and to what extent, consumers’ brand preferences are affected by attractive designs remains limited in the extant literature (see, Landwehr et al., 2012; Landwehr et al., 2011). How does, for example, the introduction of novel or more complex store design affect consumers’ perceptions of an existing prototype? What degree of novelty and/or complexity does a newly introduced store prototype need to exhibit to affect consumers’ perceptions towards an established and familiar prototype? The study presented in this paper addresses such questions, and, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, it is the first to compare new and established store prototypes of the same retailer for this particular purpose.

This paper addresses calls for studies of the store environment to progress beyond the employment of singular atmospheric variables, e.g. lighting, color, temperature, music (Eroglu and Mackeit, 2008; Teller and Dennis, 2012). It also complements studies that examine the impacts of flagship stores on consumers’ retail brand perceptions based on offering novel experiences (e.g. Dolbec and Chetbat, 2013; Kozinets et al., 2002; Joy et al., 2014; Hollenbeck et al., 2008). Accordingly, the aims of this paper are twofold. First, to examine consumers’ perceptions of what constitutes novel and complex store design across two prototype generations of the same retailer. Second, to provide an improved managerial understanding of how novel design introductions effect differences in design pleasure and price perceptions. Consequently, this paper contributes to the extant store environments literature by examining, in a multi-group structural equations modeling study, if store design promotes design pleasure and price perception differences that in-turn help account for different perceptions of retail brand loyalty. The findings of this paper could also aid retail managers to better appreciate how and why differences in retail brand loyalty are evident upon the introduction of new prototype design (when prototype designs are the only material change present across the store network), and the extent that loyalty differences can be explained by the design strategies retailers’ employ.

The paper’s structure is organized as follows. We begin with a review and synthesis of relevant literature in order to provide a theoretical background for the paper. To this end, a conceptual model is proposed whereupon we can examine how different store designs can influence different perceptions of retail brand loyalty across the two prototype designs. This is followed by a brief discussion of the methodology employed in the study. Thereafter, the results of the study are presented, which are then described and discussed with reference to the extant literature. The subsequent managerial implications are then
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outlined, followed by a discussion of the main limitations of the study, and suggestions for further research.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Store Novelty, familiarity and store design pleasure

Store novelty involves the unexpected, the surprising, the new, and unfamiliar (Donovan and Rossiter, 1982), and is described as an underlying measure of originality (Hirschman, 1980) that reflects one of the key aspects of a firm’s innovativeness (Pappu and Quester, 2016). Novel designs that are new and original are more appreciated (Snelders and Heekert, 1999), with improved recall and recognition benefits arising from achieved differentiation (Foster and McElland, 2015). Thus, consumers are more likely to remember more novel, branded store environments that better communicate differentiated value (Ponsonby-McCabe and Boyle, 2006), and where expectations disconfirmations induce satisfaction with the environment (Oliver, 1980, 2014). Consumers also derive design pleasure from viewing novelty when they can identify, and successfully process, what they see, and when the design is not too dissimilar to what they have previously encountered (Heekert and Leder, 2008; Biederman and Vessel, 2006; Stocchi et al., 2016).

The current research proposes that consumers’ familiarity and knowledge of different store prototype designs of a same retailer gives rise to consumers’ future expectations of the kinds of store design that they could encounter. Thus, a disconfirmed expectation (Oliver, 1980, 2014; Oliver and Winer, 1987) is more likely to arise when the consumer, in viewing other stores of the same retailer, appreciates the introduction of novelty in the current instance.

Accordingly, hypothesis number one states that higher levels of consumers’ familiarity with other stores of the retailer informs their understanding of what constitutes novel store design for the retailer in question. Consumers who shop across multiple stores of the retailer will be better informed as to what constitutes novel design. Consumers who identify the store design as novel, it is argued in hypothesis number two, generally tend to evidence greater store design pleasure, particularly when perceptual fluency effects allow consumers to reconcile their knowledge of novel to existing designs.

H1: The more that consumers are familiar with pre-existing designs of the retailer, the more knowledgeable they are about the novel design properties of the new prototype.

H2: Reconciliations of store novelty introductions to pre-existing knowledge positively affects consumers’ store design pleasure.

2.2. Store Novelty, complexity and design pleasure

Complexity is described as involving the identification of: larger numbers of independently selected units that suggest greater dissimilarity and less redundancy; design that promotes variation; and design that increases tension, ambiguity, or arousal (Berlyne, 1971). Complexity, and the related dimensions of order, redundancy, and contrast have been variably considered in the extant literature (e.g. Cox and Cox, 2002; Heekert and van Wieringen, 1990; Mehrabian and Russell, 1974; Donovan and Rossiter, 1982; Garas et al., 2015). It remains unclear though how these dimensions of complexity perform to determine a consumer’s affective response to a set of environmental or product design stimuli (Donovan and Rossiter, 1982; Cox and Cox, 2002).

The current research argues that store complexity is a category-based evaluative response that supplements piecemeal-based evaluative processes where both modes of processing are contingent upon the matching and mis-matching of information to pre-existing knowledge (Sujan, 1985). In general, more simple, novel designs are preferred for their ability to induce harmony with less information to process (Frith and Nias, 1974). Simpler, novel designs also increase attention, familiarity, and affect (Kumar and Garg, 2010), thus giving rise to design pleasure (Martindale, 1984; Martindale and Moore, 1988). Greater novelty introductions often require consumers to subordinate the competing tensions present in the design’s complexity (Berlyne, 1971), and influence consumers’ conscious and unconscious responses as they expend cognitive effort to process the complexity contained in the novelty introduction. It is therefore possible for a consumer, in low store novelty introduction contexts, to more easily perceive familiarity towards design stimuli, given their knowledge of pre-existing prototypes, and to also simultaneously perceive the design as less complex.

Accordingly, hypotheses numbers three and four state that consumers will perceive higher levels of store complexity when they are exposed to and perceive new store designs (hypothesis three). Consumers will also evidence greater store design pleasure when the design is simpler and is therefore more easily reconciled (less cognitive effort expended) to their existing expectations of the retailer’s approach to design (hypothesis four).

H3: Store novelty introductions positively affect consumers’ store design complexity perceptions

H4: More simple (less complex) design perceptions positively affect consumers’ store design pleasure.

2.3. Store Novelty, complexity and retail brand loyalty responses

Two broad dimensions of loyalty (behavioral and attitudual) emerge in the literature (Dick and Basu, 1994; Day, 1969; Jacoby and Chestnut, 1978). The majority of extant loyalty research focuses on attitudual loyalty, and tends to include revisit intentions and preparedness to recommend to others in attitudual measurement (e.g. Duarte et al., 2004; Yi and La, 2004). The distinction between behavioral and attitudual loyalty closely resembles two of the four phases of Oliver’s (1997) loyalty development process. Cognitive and affective loyalty consider the costs, benefits, imagery, and associations that underpin loyalty, whereas conative and action loyalty evidence higher-level belief, affect, and intentions to repurchase and brand commitments as states of action readiness that involve choosing one offering over another (Oliver, 1997).

Retail brand loyalty, in this research, reflects consumers’ brand information and beliefs about the brand that are superior to competitive offerings (Yoo et al., 2000; Yoo and Donthu, 2001; Oliver, 2014). Given that the prototype context has changed, with the introduction of novel design elements, it is possible to compare if the newer prototype generation, as mediated by store design pleasure, can partly account for differences in loyalty perception across the surveyed stores. We argue that because the only element that is significantly different across the retailers’ stores is the prototype design, that changes to the stability of these design contextual cues poses potential impacts for consumers who both repeatedly purchase or have affective responses towards the retailer. A change in consumers’ design pleasure towards novel design on account of novel design introductions in effect alters the set of contextual cues that consumers’ employ that could be positive or negative depending on preferences for the new design. Where purchases are contingent on the presence of recurring contextual cues, the new design may not permit a practicing of the same habitual response each time, for example, if the design is not preferred. However, novel designs that induce greater store design pleasure may also attract additional consumers and enhance loyalty prospects owing to its improved competitive potential compared to alternatives.

It is argued in the current research that store novelty thus secures levels of affective differentiation and loyalty when easily and fluently processed, and encourages favorable brand evaluations and brand knowledge (Littel and Orth, 2013; Lee and Labroo, 2004; Reber et al.,
2004). Confirmations of simpler design perceptions, in circumstances involving store novelty introductions that are easily processed, promote retail brand knowledge, due to the lower requirement to process information, and result in increased awareness and affect (Kumar and Garg, 2010; Martindale, 1984). The successful subordination of the competing tensions present in complexity also permits consumers to control their behavioral responses (Berlyne, 1971). This encourages consumers to become brand loyal, given their likely repetition of patronage with the retailer with store designs that come to mind more easily. Accordingly, hypotheses numbers five and six state that there is a positive, direct association between store novelty and retail brand loyalty, and a mediated effect also exists between these constructs via store design pleasure. Hypothesis number seven also underscores that more simple designs increase the prospects for securing retail brand loyalty.

H5: Store novelty perceptions positively affect consumers’ retail brand loyalty

H6: Store design pleasure responses to store environments, given novel design introductions, positively affects consumers’ retail brand loyalty

H7: Simpler store design demands fewer cognitive resources to process and positively affects retail brand loyalty

2.4. Store design pleasure, retail price and retail brand loyalty

Price perceptions have been variously considered in retail image and branding research (e.g. Jara and Clignet, 2012; Hansen and Deutscher, 1977; Jinfeng and Zhilong, 2009; Beristain and Zorilla, 2011; Dodds et al., 1991). Price is considered as an antecedent of brand loyalty and equity with consumers transforming price signals into cognitive structures provided with meaning (Beristain and Zorilla, 2011). Given the existence and activation of consumers’ knowledge of a brand, as evidenced in brand loyalty, it is possible to examine if retail brand loyalty is determined to a more significant extent by retail price perception or store design pleasure. Both perceived aesthetics and price perceptions can be explained using perceptual fluency theory (Littel and Orth, 2013), and priming effects for price perceptions (Herr, 1989).

It is thus argued that it is possible to discern the contribution of store design pleasure to building retail brand loyalty (hypothesis number six) by examining the mediating role of retail price perceptions (hypotheses numbers eight and nine). Novel design could result in higher retail price perceptions among consumers (Baker et al., 2002), and increases the potential risks for the retailer that their designs are, in effect, negatively repositioning consumers’ perceptions on their ability to compete on price. This negative business outcome, should it arise, would obviously need to be addressed by the retailer. Correspondingly, strong associations between retail price and retail brand loyalty perceptions would confirm the contribution of price perceptions in retail brand loyalty development, and possibly its stronger contribution compared to that of store design pleasure.

H8: Store design pleasure responses to store environments, given novel design introductions, positively affects retail price perceptions.

H9: Lower perceptions of retail prices, positively affects consumers’ retail brand loyalty.

The nine hypotheses are illustrated in the conceptual model presented in Fig. 1.

2.5. Control variables

We included control variables in the study to consider confounding effects on our model and to account for heterogeneity in our sample. Considering the time-variant character of store remodeling effects, the nature of consumers’ visits, and impacts of store traffic are important in store remodeling research (see e.g. Bruggen et al., 2011). Two variables represent key demographic characteristics (age and employment), two control variables examine shopper behavior (retention time (minutes), and visit exposure frequency), one control variable examines consumers’ design value, two variables examine product fashionability and quality perceptions, and two control variables examine store approach behaviors. Respondents’ age and employment reflect the moderating influence of experience in design interpretation (Bloch, 1995). Consumers who are younger or older may have visited more store designs of the retailer. Similarly, consumers with different financial resources and design values may also respond differently to design based on the centrality of design in their lives (Bloch, 1995; Bloch et al., 2003). Age is treated as a moderator variable for loyalty (Swoboda et al., 2013; Wakefield and Baker, 1998) as information processing theory, in particular, suggests that older consumers are less likely to seek new information and rely instead on more heuristic or schema-based processing (Walsh et al., 2008). Retention time (Van Kenhove et al., 1999) and visit exposure frequency (Cohen and Basu, 1987; Loken and Ward, 1990; Bruggen et al., 2011) consider the influence of in-store situational effects where consumers who spend more time browsing or who visit more frequently may perceive the store differently to consumers who spend less time browsing and who visit less frequently. Consumers who evidence a greater design value or expertise often possess affective loyalty, brand evaluations, and attitude strength (Swoboda et al., 2013; Alba and Hutchinson, 1987). Consumers who possess a greater design value take a greater interest in novel designs, visit the design more frequently, and are typically likely to adjust their loyalty in response to their affective evaluations of design. Despite a number of calls for more research involving expert-novice perceptions (Alba and Hutchinson, 1987; Sujan and Dekleva, 1987; Bloch, 1995; Bloch et al., 2003; Meyers-Levy and Tybout, 1989), few studies have yet to control for these effects. Similarly, consumers who identify the retailers products to be more fashionable, or of higher quality, may also be more loyal to the retailer. Perceived quality reflects a perceived superiority or excellence (Zeithaml, 1988; Reutterer and Teller, 2009; Pan and Zinkhan, 2006) and reflects positive aesthetic perceptions (Holbrook, 1980), and we thus control for these product related issues. Lastly, we investigate if the presence of possible avoidance behaviors has an effect on retail brand loyalty. Avoidance behaviors have previously examined if perceptual self-distances exist in the context of consumers’ brand relationship valence, and brand behaviors (e.g. Park et al., 2013; Donovan and Rossiter, 1982; Elliott et al., 2013). We argue that our inclusion of consumers’ visits (both time in minutes and frequency) examines familiarity in a leading European fashion retailer, and together with the avoidance control variable, examines if other performance factors (Zentes, Morschett and Schramm-Klein, 2008) assume an influence on brand loyalty in our model. We therefore control for consumers who intend to avoid exploring or returning to the store.

3. Methodology

3.1. Research design

To investigate the effects on retail brand loyalty, two stores of a leading European fast-fashion retailer, with a store network of over 300 stores across 10 countries, and who had recently decided to move from a mono-prototype to three-prototype strategy, was used. The retailer currently employs the newer prototype design in roughly seven of its stores. This cross-sectional, multiple-group comparison approach is effective in ascertaining perceptive differences, across related contexts (Londono et al., 2016).

Identical in-store customer surveys were administered, at different times and on different days over a three-week period, after a major refit of one of the two stores. The refit incorporated new prototype design elements whilst the second store employed the most prototypical design the retailer employs across its store network. All stores of the given
prototype employ identikit design elements in each location. Both stores were within walking distance of one another, offered the same levels of service, charged the same prices, and served similar target markets.

3.2. Older and newer designs

The current cross-sectional research thus examined design effects on retail brand loyalty in a context of newer-design with increased use of strategically placed mannequins, newer materials, and multi-media screens to inspire consumers to choose outfits that are readily available on newer, adjacent fixtures. The newer design also features more prominent directional signage and lighting, thus allowing for easy navigation. Improved building facades, color contrasts, focal points consideration and higher numbers of fitting rooms and cash registers are also employed in the newer prototype (sample images of both stores are shown in Figs. 2 and 3). Consumers’ perceptions of these differences across the newer and older prototypes is also supported by the results of the central tendency and t-tests available in Appendix A which confirm differences between the newer and older store designs for store novelty, complexity and design pleasure.

3.3. Sampling plan

In this research, a strategy involving personally administered questionnaires (conducted in both stores), and a sampling plan involving stratified random sampling, was used. The use of probability sampling procedures is advanced in retail research by Sudman (1980), and is considered in the approach employed in the current research. The primary and representative population identified was 18–35 year old females (this group was also confirmed by the retailer as their primary target market). Ninety-four percent of the 228 respondents in the newer prototype store were aged between 14 and 40 years and 98% were female. Ninety-three percent of the 225 respondents in the older prototype store were aged between 14 and 40 years and 98% were female. The response rate in the newer prototype was 25%, and 30% in the older prototype. Potential respondents were asked pre-screening questions in advance of their participation in the survey concerning their previous (non)visits to stores of the retailer in question. Groups such as international tourists were excluded from the data collection given their possible higher level of unfamiliarity with the store designs of the retailer.

The sampling of high numbers of females is justified on the basis of their representativeness of an important market for fashion consumption. Both stores are within 200 m walking distance of one another with very similar consumer groups serviced in both stores. Other research to deliberately survey high proportions of females in retail contexts includes Yoo et al. (1998), Michon et al. (2007). Apparel and accessories stores frequently target female shoppers, and males tend to generate model noise given their different attitudes to fashion, according to Michon et al. (2007), and may contribute to structural and factor loading invariance. These approaches to sampling and survey administration address the demands of Sudman (1980) for careful sampling to also observe eligibility and ties constraints as consumers pass specified
locations before they are intercepted to participate in surveys. Minimal confounding effects, such as sales promotions, took place during the survey administration. Consumers were intercepted after they visited the checkout and had thus spent time in the store.

3.4. Applied scales and measures

The retail brand loyalty items were drawn from Yoo et al. (2000), Yoo and Donthu (2001), Beristain and Zorrilla (2011), and Beatty and Kahle (1988). The retail price items were drawn from Jara and Cliet (2012). Store novelty, complexity, and design pleasure were extracted principally from: Cox and Cox (2002), Sherman et al. (1997), Donovan and Rossiter (1982), Kaltcheva and Weitz (2006), and Baker et al. (1994). Familiarity was examined using a measure for the number of other stores in the retailer’s network the respondent had visited. Consumers were asked to list the names of the store locations of the retailer they had shopped in, within the preceding six months; these responses were then used to calculate the number of stores the consumers shopped in and were familiar with.

4. Data analyses and results

4.1. Descriptive statistics

The results confirm that the more established design was perceived to be less novel (M older 5.1 v M newer 2.8, SD older 1.3 v SD newer 1.3, p/α older .87/.80 v p/α newer .87/.81), and more complex (M older 3.6 v M newer 2.6, SD older 1.4 v SD newer 1.1, p/α older .94/.91 v p/α newer .93/.89). Consumers evidence a greater design pleasure towards the newer design (M newer 2.5 v M older 4.3, SD newer 1.2 v SD older 1.5, p/α newer .88/.74 v p/α older .91/.81), but very similar retail brand loyalties (M older 3.0 v M newer 3.0, SD older 1.5 v SD newer 1.5, p/α older .91/.85 v p/α newer .92/.87). These results are provided in Table 1; t-test comparisons for each of these variables across the two designs similarly confirm significant differences for novelty, complexity, familiarity, and design pleasure are presented in Appendix A.

4.2. Common method bias

In our empirical study we utilised data that is based on self-reports. Hence, we considered the issue of common method bias (CMB), which can affect the data and findings (Richardson et al., 2009). We employed both the questionnaire design and latent method factor (LMF) approaches to minimising and evaluating the effects of CMB – see Podsakoff et al. (2012), and Richardson et al. (2009), for a critical discussion of the absence of a common understanding of CMB treatments in the extant literature.

To rule out a possible negative effect of a CMB on our data, we applied a two-step approach. First, we tried to avoid CMB by considering the questionnaire design suggestions of Podsakoff et al. (2003), Podsakoff, MacKenzie and Podsakoff (2012). The research assistants who administered the questionnaire were trained to adapt to the pace of questioning and in guiding respondents from section to section in the questionnaire. In particular, they carefully explained the different scales to the respondents. This helped to address potential respondent fatigue and monotony of questioning issues. In terms of the structure of the research instrument, we clearly separated the questions; those questions related to the dependent constructs were asked prior to those related to the independent ones. We applied a variety of scales throughout the questionnaire (semantic differential, rating scales, and continuous scales). We also did not reveal the specific purpose of our research and assured confidentiality to respondents.

Secondly, we investigated the existence of a CMB in our data using a latent method factor (LMF) test. The latent method factor (LMF) subsumed all indicators under one construct in the model (Podsakoff et al., 2003). We then estimated the model with and without the LMF. A comparison of the results in both samples revealed that neither the factor loadings nor the path coefficients differed substantially in value, and all were significant (t-value > 1.965) and positive. After having tried to prevent the occurrence of a CMB in the first place, and subsequently testing for the presence of a CMB in the two sets of data, we can conclude that common method variance is not a significant issue in our data and thus a CMB is less likely to be evident in our results.

4.3. Examination of reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity

The six constructs indicated good internal consistencies in both samples, with Cronbach alphas (α) above .70 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; see Table 1). In both samples the constructs’ composite reliabilities (ρ > .60) achieved the recommended cut-off criteria (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; see Table 1). To test for measurement validity we calculated a confirmatory factor analysis using the software IBM SPSS Amos Version 20. The data fit the model very well, and all fit measures are beyond the recommended thresholds (see Appendix A). The constructs’ discriminant validities, the average variance extracted (AVE), was larger than the highest of the squared inter-correlations with the other factors in the measurement model (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; see Table 1).

4.4. Measurement invariance

To identify differences between the measurement models in the two samples, a multi-group-comparison test was performed (Brown, 2006). The aim of this analysis is to determine the existence of significant differences (variances) between the factor loadings of the two groups. By applying a χ² difference test between the unconstrained model (all
parameters are allowed to vary freely across the two groups) and the constrained model (an equality constraint on all factor loading is imposed) this test evaluates the null hypotheses that the constrained model is equal to the unconstrained model. Therefore, the differences of $\chi^2$-values ($\Delta\chi^2$) of the two models are used to indicate whether the hypotheses should be accepted. The $\chi^2$-difference test turned out to be insignificant ($\Delta\chi^2$, 11.07; $df$, 12; $p$, .523). We also went into greater detail and tested for variances between each factor loading. Again, we found insignificant differences (see Appendix A). We thus conclude that the two measurement models are invariant and the factor loadings are not significantly different.

4.5. Global Fit

Based on the suggestions of Anderson and Gerbing (1988), Hu and Bentler (1999), we tested the global fit of our model with the two sets of data. In both settings the $\chi^2$ values (older design (OD), 232.5 ($df$, 127), newer design (ND) 229.9 ($df$, 126) are significant. The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation that measures the absolute difference of the model is below the recommended cut-off value of .08 (OD, .06; ND, .06). The Tucker-Lewis Index (OD, .94; ND, .94) and the Comparative Fit Index (OD, .93; ND, .93) – both measuring the incremental fit of the model – are larger than .9 for both stores. Finally, the parsimonious fit measured by the normed $\chi^2$ (CMIN/df) is below the threshold of 3 (OD, 1.83; ND, 1.81). We thus conclude that the empirical data fit the proposed model to a satisfactory degree.

4.6. Structural effects

Table 2 presents the results of the estimations of the structural effects using co-variance structural equation modeling utilizing Amos Version 22.0. In both design settings store novelty positively effects both store complexity ($\gamma_{32}$) and store design pleasure ($\gamma_{33}$), which leads to the acceptance of hypotheses. Store complexity impacts on store design pleasure ($\gamma_{34}$); store design pleasure in-turn effects retail brand loyalty ($\gamma_{13}$). We thus confirm another significant effect in both settings is identified between retail price and retail brand loyalty ($\gamma_{15}$), and consequently $H_9$ is confirmed. No significant association was found between store novelty and retail brand loyalty ($\gamma_{12}$) as well as between store complexity and retail brand loyalty ($\gamma_{14}$). This leads to the rejection of hypotheses. The results of the hypotheses testing differ between both stores for the effects of familiarity on store novelty ($\gamma_{21}$) as well as for the effect of store design pleasure on retail price ($\gamma_{53}$). As these effects were only significant in the newer design setting, hypotheses could only be confirmed for the newer design.

4.7. Multi-group comparison of structural effects

Furthermore, a multi-group comparison between the two structural models reveals three differences in the coefficient values (see Table 2). This comparison follows the same procedure as presented in the measurement invariance section. We tested for invariance for each effect separately by comparing the constrained model, i.e. the coefficient is restricted to be equal, with the unconstrained model. The $\chi^2$-differences reveal three significant differences between effects. The impact of store design pleasure on retail price ($\gamma_{53}$; $\Delta\chi^2$, 9.3; $df$, 1; $p<.01$ and the impact of familiarity on store novelty ($\gamma_{21}$; $\Delta\chi^2$, 7.4; $df$, 1; $p<.01$) is significant, and much lower in the older design setting. The effect of store novelty on store design pleasure ($\gamma_{32}$; $\Delta\chi^2$, 4.5; $df$, 1; $p<.05$) is significant in both settings but significantly lower in the

---

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Constructs</th>
<th>Older Design</th>
<th>Newer Design</th>
<th>$\Delta\chi^2$ ($df=1$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Familiarity ($\xi_1$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Store Novelty ($\xi_2$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Store Design Pleasure ($\xi_3$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Store Complexity ($\xi_4$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retail Price ($\xi_5$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retail Brand Loyalty ($\eta_1$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Effect (Hypothesis)</th>
<th>Older Design</th>
<th>Newer Design</th>
<th>$\Delta\chi^2$ ($df=1$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$ ($\gamma_{21}$): Familiarity ($\xi_1$) $\rightarrow$ Store Novelty ($\xi_2$)</td>
<td>.09**</td>
<td>.20*</td>
<td>7.4**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$ ($\gamma_{32}$): Store Novelty ($\xi_2$) $\rightarrow$ Store Design Pleasure ($\xi_3$)</td>
<td>.66**</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>4.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3$ ($\gamma_{34}$): Store Novelty ($\xi_2$) $\rightarrow$ Store Complexity ($\xi_4$)</td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td>.36**</td>
<td>2.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_4$ ($\gamma_{13}$): Store Complexity ($\xi_4$) $\rightarrow$ Store Design Pleasure ($\xi_3$)</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.33**</td>
<td>2.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_5$ ($\gamma_{12}$): Store Novelty ($\xi_2$) $\rightarrow$ Retail Brand Loyalty ($\eta_1$)</td>
<td>-.20**</td>
<td>-.10**</td>
<td>.3**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_6$ ($\gamma_{14}$): Store Design Pleasure ($\xi_3$) $\rightarrow$ Retail Brand Loyalty ($\eta_1$)</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>2.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_7$ ($\gamma_{35}$): Store Complexity ($\xi_4$) $\rightarrow$ Retail Brand Loyalty ($\eta_1$)</td>
<td>-.14**</td>
<td>-.11**</td>
<td>3.3**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_8$ ($\gamma_{53}$): Store Design Pleasure ($\xi_3$) $\rightarrow$ Retail Price ($\xi_5$)</td>
<td>.04**</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>9.3**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_9$ ($\gamma_{52}$): Retail Price ($\xi_5$) $\rightarrow$ Retail Brand Loyalty ($\eta_1$)</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.3**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ***, significant on a .001 level; **, significant on .01 level; *, significant on .05 level; $\Delta\chi^2$ ($df=1$), difference between structural effects across the two samples (results of the $\chi^2$ difference test).
newer design store (consumers in the older store design perceive less novelty and design pleasure).

All the other coefficients were not significantly different from each other ($\Delta \chi^2 < 3.50; df; 1; p > .05$). This means that there are few multi-group differences separately for store novelty, design pleasure, complexity and price to the retail brand loyalty association. The absence of a statistical difference in the store design pleasure to retail brand loyalty association across both designs ($\gamma_{111} \Delta \chi^2 ; 2.0; df; 1; p > .05$), in particular, is unexpected. There are different theoretical reasons for how store designs in both the older and newer stores both confer retail brand loyalty gains on the retailer; the discussions section examines why there are few statistical differences in the comparisons of perceptions of both designs.

Significant effects are found for store design pleasure on retail price perception in the newer designed store ($B=.39; df; 1; p < .001$), but insignificant effects are correspondingly found for this association for the older designed store ($B=.04; df; 1; p > .05$). Multi-group comparisons of the effects of store design pleasure on retail price perception furthermore confirm the presence of different consumer perceptions across both designs ($\gamma_{333} \Delta \chi^2 $, 9.3; $df; 1; p < .01$), and a potential erosion of the retailer’s perceived price competitiveness on account of the newer design introduction. Both the older and newer designs therefore confer loyalty gains for the retailer, but the newer store design presents the retailer with price perception erosion outcomes – a source of potential strategic concern for the retailer.

4.8. Model robustness test

The control variables (age, occupation, spending, retention time, design value, product fashionability, product quality and avoidance behaviors) were examined to consider confounding effects on the proposed model in the two samples. The tests for confounding effects on the model, using these control variables, employed a procedure used by Robson et al. (2008). Comparisons of the effect sizes of the structural paths in both samples between models, including and excluding each of the control variables, established that all $\Delta \chi^2$ values were very low ($\leq 3.841$), and insignificant at the .05 level. These results suggest that these control variables do not confound the expected effects in both samples in the conceptual model.

5. Discussion

The findings presented in this paper contribute to extant understandings of novel and complex designs and their role in explaining retail brand loyalty across different store prototypes. Critically, when novel store design introductions take place in the context of specific target markets, personal service, pricing and ambient conditions (and the only primary difference present is the novelty and complexity of design across the stores), both the newer and older store designs are both found to help build retailer brand loyalty, when mediated via store design pleasure. However, no retail brand loyalty gains are apparent for the newer store design (this is based on the multi-group differences tests and comparisons of both store designs); the newer store design does not confer additional retail brand loyalty advantages over the older design.

Consumers in both the older and newer prototype designs evidence strong store novelty, complexity, and design pleasure associations, and indirect effects on retail brand loyalty, but do so for different theoretical reasons. Consumers in the older design evidence store design pleasure owing to their preference for the familiarity afforded them by the older design. This confirms the preference for the low novelty, low complexity design of the older design where subjective feelings of familiarity associated with higher objective knowledge of the stimulus capture consumers’ attention and affect (Kumar and Garg, 2010; Martindale, 1984). The objective and subjective relating of self to design could also help to explain why the hypotheses concerning direct novelty and complexity associations to retail brand loyalty were rejected in the analyses.

Consumers in the newer prototype design, in contrast, welcome the introduction of store novelty and acknowledge this in their design pleasure for the newer design (this is confirmed in significant statistical differences present in the store novelty and design pleasure multi-group comparison tests of structural effects). Consumers may therefore perceive novelty and evidence design pleasure in response to the unusual and innovative character of the design (Verven and Hutchinson, 1998). The research findings thus suggest that perceptual fluency effects (Reber, Winkielman and Schwarz, 1998; Reber, Schwarz and Winkielman, 2004; Winkielman et al., 2006) can take place in both newer and older design contexts. Consumers are attracted by novel design and processing novel design proves satisfying and pleasurable in itself. However, consumers also draw comfort from the familiar, and in low novelty contexts, the presence of perceptual fluency effects. Consumers in lower store novelty contexts possess the ability to more easily reconcile incoming stimulus information to their existing knowledge structures (Kumar and Garg, 2010; Martindale, 1984).

Notably, consumers in the newer design store also appear to be more familiar with the other store designs of the retailer. Although consumers experience design pleasure in different ways, the confirmation of significant multi-group differences in the familiarity-novelty association, also suggests that consumers of newer designs can also be attracted by and experience pleasure towards familiar designs, and not only new and unfamiliar designs. These findings therefore confirm the complex nature of how novel information is reconciled to prior design knowledge and branding perceptions.

The results of this cross-sectional research confirm that competitiveness benefits for businesses can be promoted by appropriate store novelty introductions. Store novelty promotes retail brand loyalty when it is mediated by store design pleasure. However, the novelty introductions also have the effect of influencing price perceptions in the newer designed store. Multiple-group, cross-sectional comparisons confirm significant differences in the store design pleasure and retail price perceptions between the newer and older prototype designs, but few retail brand loyalty differences. This underscores future potential negative repositioning issues for fast-fashion retailers that compete strongly on price: new store prototype designs can encourage consumers to perceive that prices have risen in novelty introduction contexts even if the retailer does not charge different prices across its store network.

6. Managerial implications, limitations and future research

6.1. Managerial implications

This research examines novel design introductions in a fast-fashion retailer who has traditionally employed a mono-prototype strategy. Consumers traditionally have demonstrated strong brand loyalty to the retailer under investigation. However, important competitive questions of securing differentiation through improved customer experiences, involving a change to a multi-prototype strategy, currently constitutes a key strategic concern for the retailer. The findings suggest that designers and brand managers should carefully manage store novelty introductions as consumers’ perceptions of price competitiveness erosion could result. Consideration should be given to the functional nature of their designs and appropriateness for given target markets. Mission-driven consumers used to strongly established prototype designs when confronted with novel designs, with incorporations of newer materials and audio-visual elements, for instance, may not identify as easily with these changed designs as consumers who welcome immersive, engaging experiences. Any weakening of retail brand loyalty arising from perceptions of price competitiveness erosion, due to inappropriate store introductions, would be an obvious concern to retailers in many different sectors.
6.2. Limitations and future research

This research involves a limited, cross-sectional study of two store designs of the same retailer. Further research is necessary to ensure the generalizability of these findings from a fast-fashion context to other retail sectors and contexts. Future research could possibly extend this research to develop proof-of-concepting tools that could better aid retailers in their understanding of the communicative effects of store design on consumers. More research is required, however, to identify how consumers perceive novel and complex designs. Most retailers tend to introduce deliberate, novel designs that relate to previous designs, as is the case in this research. However, it is unknown if these same perceptual fluency effects take place in extreme store novelty introductions contexts where subsequent prototype designs bear little or no similarity to their predecessors.

7. Conclusions

The findings of this paper suggest how consumers may assimilate the novelty and complexity content in newer store prototype designs. Moreover, consumers of newer store prototype designs exhibit a heightened sensitivity to price perceptions with potentially negative retail brand loyalty implications. This paper contributes to the extant store environment literature by underscoring the need to examine the effects of novelty and complexity, in consumers’ perceptions of store prototype designs, and identifies, together in conjunction with price perception, their role in influencing retail brand loyalty.

Appendix A. Measurement Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct/Item</th>
<th>Older Design</th>
<th>Newer Design</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>Δχ² (Δdf = 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ (σ)</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>μ (σ)</td>
<td>λ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Familiarity (ξ₁)⁸ | 2.1 (1) | 1 | 2.1 (1) | 1 | .562 ns | 1
| x₁₁. Number of other stores visited by the respondent. |         |              |                |      |     |     |
| Store Novelty (ξ₂)⁸ | 5.1 (1.7) | .57 | 3.2 (1.9) | .71 | 10.90*** | 1.65
| x₂₁. This design in this store is original compared to other () stores. |         |              |                |      |     |     |
| x₂₂. The design of this store has distinguishing characteristics compared to other () stores. | 5.0 (1.7) | .64 | 3.0 (1.7) | .73 | 12.13*** | .18
| x₂₃. This design of this store is novel and fresh compared to other () stores. | 5.2 (1.6) | .83 | 2.4 (1.5) | .77 | 18.40*** | 3.00
| x₂₄. This design of this store has innovative changes compared to other () stores. | 5.2 (1.4) | .76 | 2.6 (1.5) | .67 | 18.07*** | 3.68
| Store Design Pleasure (ξ₃)⁸ | 3.8 (1.8) | .77 | 2.6 (1.6) | .70 | 7.03*** | .67
| x₃₁. The design of this store helps me experience a pleasant time when I visit this store. |         |              |                |      |     |     |
| x₃₂. This store is stylish. | 4.4 (1.8) | .88 | 2.3 (1.4) | .88 | 13.67*** | .05
| x₃₃. This is an attractive store. | 4.2 (1.6) | .89 | 2.4 (1.2) | .84 | 12.98*** | .55
| x₃₄. The interior of this store looks impressive. | 4.7 (1.6) | .84 | 2.6 (1.5) | .88 | 13.49*** | .25
| Store Design Complexity (ξ₄)⁸ | 3.5 (1.5) | .73 | 2.7 (1.3) | .61 | 6.28*** | .92
| x₄₁. Orderly arranged design or chaotically arranged design. |         |              |                |      |     |     |
| x₄₂. Boring presented design or disorganized presented design. | 3.6 (1.5) | .93 | 2.5 (1.1) | .95 | 8.6*** | .87
| Retail Price (ξ₅)⁸ | 1.6 (.8) | .75 | 1.6 (.9) | .81 | −.09 ns | 1.16
| x₅₁. () delivers value for money. |         |              |                |      |     |     |
| x₅₂. () prices are competitive. | 1.6 (.8) | .71 | 1.6 (.0) | .75 | −.30 ns | .60
| x₅₃. () charges lower prices than its competitors. | 1.4 (.7) | .70 | 1.6 (.0) | .74 | −.50 ns | .75
| x₅₄. I get a good deal when I shop with (). | 1.5 (.7) | .82 | 1.6 (.8) | .77 | −1.36 ns | .20
| Retail Brand Loyalty (η₁)⁸ | 2.4 (1.4) | .70 | 2.4 (1.5) | .71 | −.012 ns | .06
| y₁₁. I consider myself to be a loyal customer of (). |         |              |                |      |     |     |
| y₁₂. () is the fashion retailer I shop in most frequently | 3.1 (1.8) | .93 | 3.0 (1.8) | .91 | 1.92 ns | .06
| y₁₃. I usually use () as my first choice compared to other fashion retailers | 3.7 (1.9) | .82 | 3.6 (1.9) | .89 | 5.69 ns | .34

Notes: μ, mean value; σ, standard deviation; λ, standardized factor loadings; A, continuous scale (number of visits to the store per month); B, 7-point rating scale (anchors, 1, strongly agree; 7, strongly disagree); C, semantic differential based on a 7-point scale; the items were anonymized and {} substitutes the actual name of the retailer that operates the stores under investigation; global fit measures of the CFA model (older design/newer design): χ² (df), 220.3 (121)/218.0(121); absolute fit measure: RMSEA, .064/.063; incremental fit measures: CFI,
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